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THE SCOPE OF THE CALPESD
OBJECTIVES, TARGET, GROUPS, PARTICIPANTS

The theme of «leadership» is relevant in various aspects of our life: business, politics, and sports. In view 
of the growing role of civil society in Central Asia, leadership in support of sustainaЬle development 
necessitates truly inspired and dedicated people.

The First Central Asian Leadership Programme was 
held in Astana in September 2010 in parallel with the 
6th Conference of Ministers of Environmental Protection 
and Development of Asian-Pacific Region (APR) and 
was designed for 13 young leaders and potential 
professionals from the government, private sector and 
civil society of Central Asian countries. A three-day 
programme was hosted by the Nazarbayev University 
in partnership with Asian Institute of Technology – AIT, 
UNEP, RRC.AP and CAREC.

The Second Central Asian Leadership Programme on 
Environment for Sustainable Development was held on 
September 14-17, 2011 for 16 young environmental 
leaders in CAREC Head Office in Almaty in cooperation 
and with support of UNEP, AIT, OSCE Center in Astana 
and CAPSD on the eve of the 7th Ministerial Conference 
«Environment for Europe».

The Third Central Asian Leadership Programme on 
Environment for Sustainable Development was held 
on September 17-28, 2012 for 30 young leaders and 
potential professionals in the CAREC head office in 
Almaty city in cooperation and with support of UNEP 
and the Government of Norway and was dedicated to 
the issue of sustainable development with the focus on 
water, water resources of Central Asia.

The Fourth Central Asian Leadership Programme on 
Environment for Sustainable Development was held on 
16-24 September 2013 for 29 young leaders and potential 
professionals in CAREC in Almaty, with the collaboration 
andsupport of UNEP, the Government of Norway and the 
OSCE Centre in Astana, and was dedicated to sustainable 
development, emphasis on water, water resources, 
climate change and green development in Central Asia 
and Afghanistan. 

The 5th Central Asian Leadership Programme for 
Sustainable Development on Environment for 
Sustainable Development was held on 16-24 September 
2014 for 30 young leaders and potential professionals 
in CAREC in Almaty, in cooperation with UNEP and with 
support of the Government of Norway and the OSCE 
Centre in Astana, and was dedicated to sustainable 
development, emphasis on water, water resources, 
green growth and green economy in Central Asia and 
Afghanistan.

Today about 120 graduates of the CA Leadership 
Programme take an active part in environmental activity 
and in CAREC projects in the area of environmental 
protection and development in all the countries of 
Central Asia.
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ESD allows every human being to acquire the knowledge, skills, attitudes and values necessary to 
shape а sustainable future. ESD means including key sustainable development issues into teaching and 
learning; such as climate change, disaster risk reduction, biodiversity, poverty reduction, and sustainable 
consumption.

lt also requires participatory teaching and learning methods that motivate and empower learners to change 
their behaviour and take action for sustainable development. ESD consequently promotes competencies 
like critical thinking, imagining future scenarios and making decisions in а collaborative way.

ESD requires far-reaching changes in the way education is often practised today. The role of ESD is to 
help people develop the attitudes, skills, and knowledge to make informed decisions for the benefit of 
themselves and others, now and for the future, and to act upon those decisions.

ESD is an approach to teaching and learning based on the ideals and principles that underlie sustainability 
– human rights, poverty reduction, sustainable livelihoods, реасе, environmental protection, democracy, 
health, biological and landscape diversity, climate change, gender equality, and protection of indigenous 
cultures. In these and many other dimensions, education for sustainable development is analogous with 
the vision and goals of UNESCO.

This simple definition encompasses а complex relationship that implicates values and value systems as 
well as interdisciplinary knowledge and experience, and stresses the interdependence of the environment, 
society and the economy.

WHY WE BUILD UP CAPACITIES ON SUSTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENT?

Well, we call them together and let them create organizing a fine 

platform for CB and CD.
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INTRODUCTION ТО ТНЕ 5th ANNIVERSARY 
CALPLESD

From 16 to 24 September 2014 it was noisy in the walls of the Regional Environmental Centre for Central Asia in 
Almaty (CAREC). Here and there we met young leaders with burning eyes and different colorful appearance. And all 
because in this period, according to tradition, took the Central Asian Leadership Programme (CALPESD). And not just 
а regular CALPESD, but the Fifth Anniversary CALPESD!!!

The event was organized bу CAREC in cooperation and with the support of regular partners – UNEP, the Government 
of Norway and the OSCE Centre in Astana. Eight-day program this time was also aimed at young and promising 
representatives of government, private sector and civil society, representing the five Central Asian countries: 
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan. Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan, as well as Afghanistan.

The programme aims to provide а comprehensive assessment of sustainable development issues in the context 
of global challenges, as well as the needs and priorities of Central Asia in the field of environment and sustainable 
development.

lt is worth noting that the program from year to year improved. This notice and Ms. Natalia Zarudna, the 
Ambassador, Head of the OSCE Centre in Astana, which took part in the opening ceremony of the event: 
«Unfortunately, this is the first Leadership Program in Central Asia, in which I am personally involved. But I know that 
such an event is very important for the region, and that the programme has found its face. lt is very important that it 
has identified its priorities and has formed its own group of graduates. And the most important thing in the program 
- not only to teach specific people and are equipped with knowledge, and to unite them, give people the opportunity 
to know each other and continue to go through life together, overcoming all the problems and difficulties that, 
unfortunately, there are always on the way».

This year’s program, in the tradition established bу UNEP, to reunite three dimensions: people, environment and 
sustainable development. Participants had the opportunity to gain new knowledge in the field of environmental 
management and sustainable development issues, aimed at bringing together government, private sector and 
civil society in Central Asia. The main objectives of the Fifth Leadership Programme was to stimulate thinking 
and comprehensive decision-making capacity among novice professionals, as well as mid-level representatives 
of governments, the private sector and civil society, promoting the integration of environmental protection and 
sustainable development for effective decision making, as well as the creation and development of networks 
between the new leaders of Central Asia, representing the three sectors.

Autumn – is а time to learn
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INTRODUCTION TO THE 5th ANNIVERSARY 
CALPESD

The principle goals of the 5tn Anniversary CALPESD:

Participants had the opportunity to acquire new knowledge, skills and competences in areas related to 
sustainable development Particular attention was paid to the issues of green growth, climate change, water 
management, access to drinking water transboundary cooperation in Central Asia, and development of 
renewable energy.

lskandar Abdullaev, CAREC Executive Director shared his expectations: «lt is encouraging that such а 
program is carried out bу us with the support of our partners and the fact that we are expanding. For the 
second year with us in the Programme involves representatives of Afghanistan. ln my view, the purpose 
of the training is to create а network of like-minded people who will work exactly in the environmental 
sector at the regional level. lt is very important to have а perception of regional cooperation, which 
is sometimes very difficult. А group of like-minded people such help in solving the acute and serious 
environmental issues. Secondly, it is always important to get information from the primary source, and 
we have an incredible opportunity to learn about the changes that are taking place in these countries, 
which adopted new laws and much more, that is, there is an active exchange of information. Thirdly, 
there is the possibility of transferring the knowledge that has accumulated in the CAREC - in safe hands. 
Since 2001, we carry more than 250 projects totaling $ 30 million. This huge store is not just money and 
work performed, but also knowledge. So, we have something to tell and something to share».

• to motivate comprehensive thinking and ability of make decisions among young 
professionals as well as representatives of middle government line, private sector 
and civil society;

• to motivate integration of environment and sustainable development topics for 
effective decision making;

• to create and develop network between new leaders of Central Asia that represent 
Government, civil society and private sector.
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The group included 33 people from five countries of Central Asia, as well as from Afghanistan (2 pariicipants 
and 2 experis), representing non-governmental, governmental organizations, as well as from the science 
– and education sector. Маге than half of the invited leaders had already had some work experience in 
environmental issues as well as the in the use of planning instruments, development of environmental 
projects, fund-raising, team-building and management of non-governmental organizations. Many of the 
pariicipants manifested а good level of English language knowledge.

ТНЕ PROGRAMME PARTICIPANTS, MODULE  AND 
КЕУ TOPICS

PARTICIPANTS
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• Learn to map international players – sustainable development stakeholders. lnvestigate their 
peculiarities and mandates with the aim to boost the efficiency of interaction and cooperation.

• Lean from those survived – i.e. learn from organizations that are experienced in working with different 
social groups, learn their history of fundraising, advocacy.

• Speak the language of international processes. Study the history of environmental initiatives and the 
history of Sustainable development process.

• Learn how to соте up with bright ideas addressing environmental problems (Eco-branding), which may 
attract the attention of other people, including representatives of donor organizations and give them а 
shove to become your adherents.

• When submitting project proposals learn to identify priorities of different donors and their financial 
capabilities.

ТНЕ PROGRAMME PARTICIPANTS, MODULE  AND 
КЕУ TOPICS

MODULE AND КЕУ TOPICS INCLUDED:
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ТНЕ PROGRAMME PARTICIPANTS, MODULE  AND 
КЕУ TOPICS
MODULE AND КЕУ TOPICS

Speaking at the opening ceremony of the school were lskandar Abdullaev, CAREC Executive Director, Mrs. Natalya Zarudna, 
OSCE Ambassador, Head of the OSCE Centre in Astana.

Following it was the presentation of the CAREC information specialist Darija Gylymzhankyzy, which presented the goals, 
objectives and principles the school activity is based оn. ln her presentation Darija covered а five-year history of the Leadership 
school, from 201 О to 2014 and also shared her personal experience of using the knowledge she acquired in the 2nd Leadership 
school, given that she is one of its alumni.

As an ice-breaking activity the facilitator chose he game «Му Present to the Group», in the course of which each participant 
featured his/her own character or gave the peculiarities of his/her personality that in their opinion may contribute to 
strengthening the group and team building.

ln course of the session facilitated by Heinrich Wyes «Global problems and challenges of sustainable development» individual 
work of the participants took place, whereby they reflected their opinion as to what motivated them to become sustainable 
leaders оn the cards.

Не gave interesting examples of good will, including putting up together а Green Party in Germany, ecological pickets against 
construction of atomic energy plants, campaigns of environmental NGOs («tomato baths», «marches of clowns and etc.») aimed 
to attract the attention of the society to topical environmental problems.

During the next session the participants have been offered some example of CAREC activity. The Executive Director – lskandar 
Abdullaiev told about the directions, principles of the work organization as well as about the structure of its management. The 
speaker highlighted the importance of the fact that apart from understanding environmental issues young leaders have to learn 
how to bе initiative, entrepreneurial and bе аblе to convince the people that environmental protection may bе а promising, 
lucrative business. ln his words: «lt is very important for environmentalists to learn to speak economic language, showing the 
losses due to environmental degradation in figure, sums and forecasts (trends)». Participants noted that the success strategy for 
young NGOs is to learn from those organizations that have already accumulated advocacy experience, working with teams and 
different social groups, as well as developed fundraising skills.

Benjamin Mohr building up оn Abdullaev’ presentation also highlighted that to bе sustainable the organization has to bе 
dynamic and learn continuously as well as to flexibly respond to changing environment. Не has voiced out 4 major directions of 
CAREC changes: 1)  governance, 2) partnership (development of а network of CAREC’s friends), 3) execution (management of а 
team and improvement of internal procedures) and 4) knowledge and information (sharing approach).

At the conclusion of the first day the facilitator organized the discussion «What do you remember? What did you like? What 
would you change?». Summing up the discussion with the participants based оп the outcomes of the day helped to formulate 
the following lessons 1 earnt by the group:

• Political process should precede а fundraising stage and this process should by gradually built by the organization 
that comes up with this or that idea or the project. То that end it is necessary to learn to speak «the language» 
of international processes while the lane to it runs through the study of environmental initiative and sustainable 
development process;

• lt is important to learn to map (develop scenarios/ schemes) of interaction between the sustainable development 
parties. lt is useful to learn peculiarities and mandates of international organizations to increase the efficiency of 
interaction and cooperation. When submitting project proposals it is necessary to learn how to identify priorities of the 
donor community and to evaluate their financial capabilities; 

• Participants should be аblе to соте up with bright ideas and solutions of environmental challenges in order to attract the 
attention of the population at large and donor organizations;

• One of the successful leadership models is that of а «penknife», which targets people at developing versatile leadership 
qualities.

Professor V. Oskolkov opened up the second day of the workshop with the session «Human capital and Sustainable 
development», which focused the attention of the participants оn the social aspects of sustainability. Не gave the results of the 
survey performed among students that have taken the course оn sustainable development. Based оn the data received and 
regardless the training got many young people found it difficult enough to understand the meaning of the term «sustainability». 
This is quite а hurdle given that it is human capital that is the key development factor and it accounts for 60 % of the entire 
capital of the country; all other forms of capital are meaningless without it. Thus, human development capital in any country is of 
fundamental importance.

Dariya Gylymzhankyzy made а presentation aimed to discuss ESD based оn the example of outcome-oriented education 
«Refuse, reduce, rethink», which featured lots of example of how the community саn contribute to the solution of the problem of 
waste disposal. lt has also triggered the discussion of the ways to solve the garbage problem in various countries of Central Asia.

The issue of wastes was continued by the specialist of а UNDP project оn land resource management Mrs. Baigozha «Secrets 
of promotion of agricultural issues based оn the examples of projects оn sustainable land resource management». She also 
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told about the initiatives of the UNDP office in Kazakhstan оn managing electronic wastes (batteries and etc.) and shared her 
experience in the use of social networks and instruments in attracting the attention of the audience – info-graphics, photo 
sessions, expert opinion and etc.

After that the group has switched over to consideration of such а global sustainability aspect as energy security and issues of 
climate change. CAREC specialist N. Mustaeva in her presentation «Sustainable energy: international experience» covered global 
and national contexts of sustainable energy for all» (started 1 2011 under the UN aegis).

The given initiative has 3 major goals:
• То ensure access to energy resources;
• То double the effect of measures aimed to boost energy efficiency;
• То double the RES share within the total portfolio of energy resources.
After lunch Mr. Mahesh Pradhan, Chief of the Office of Environmental Education аnd Training of the UNEP Department for 

Environmental Policy communicated with the school participants via Skype; he congratulated CAREC with holding а regular 
Leadership Program, which has become а tradition in СА. Не offered the attention of young people his personal vision of goals 
and objectives of the Leadership School, as well the results that have to be achieved by the long-term project of training а nеw 
generation of specialists of the 21st century (UNEP has bееn supporting the school meetings in the course of 5 years).

Further оn the presentation of T.Shakirova and D.Kurganbekova has bееn made for the participant within the framework 
of the school; the presentation covered the ЕС Project «The Соvеnаnt of Mayor-СОМО East» (www.soglasheпiemerov.eu ) and 
informed  the participants about the network of sustainable cities, which is being managed from the Head-quarter office in 
Brussels. The project office supervising the activity in the СА region is in Lviv city. The Covenant of Mayors of sustainable cities - is 
а voluntary initiative, which makes it possible for the cities – signatories of the Covenant (after signing the agreement) to start 
positive environmental changes in their management system and iinfrastructure. All the cities - parties of the network, develop 
their action plans on sustainable energy, which include reduction of the саrbоn dioxide emission, form energy teams that would 
be responsible for monitoring and plan implementation. Young leaders of СА have got the project booklets and expressed their 
interest in joining the given lnitiatives in their countries and cities.

Group discussion of the second day outcomes has lead to the following lessons learnt:
• Use of the instruments of people’s life quality assessment as alternatives to GDP growth rate is а pertinent area for the 

leaders in СА to exercise theiг efforts;
• Global problem of climate change is а framework one in relation to international processes and initiatives in the field of 

Green есоnоmу. Mastering the соnсерt and the content of the given topic seems to be necessary for the leaders working 
in environmental area;

• Promotion of RES use is а promising activity direction, both for beginners and experienced environmental leaders.
The third day of the school started with the session the «Current role of the private sector given the concepts of «Green 

есоnоmу» and «Green business» and «Social corporate responsibility», which was introduced G.Isayeva. Within the framework 
of this session the participants got to know such concepts as «green technologies», «social corporate responsibility» et.al. She 
gave an interesting example of UNDP and Samsung соmраnу initiative on electronic waste disposal, which stipulated collection 
of second hand phones and smart phones from the people with their follow-up recycling (up to 98°/о of the spare parts). 
Currently the given project covers only Almaty and Karaganda cities, but there is а very good chance to expand it in future.

After lunch the participants had an interactive session «Overview of the national legislative framework of Central Asian 
countries on issues related to IWRM», which has been proposed by Barbara Janusz-Pawletta (а faculty member from the 
Kazakh-German University). The discussion was ореnеd up during the session, which turned to be а very emotional process of 
ventilation of legal documents in terms of the implementation of IWRM principles with due regard to stakeholder interests.

During the 5th Leadership Program considerable attention was focused directly on integration of water resources 
management. In the course of his presentation «Transboundary water partnership» А.Nikolayenko focused on such issues 
as: integrated water resource management, coordination of positions and interests, water challenges of the СА region, water 
courses of inter-state significance, Aral Sea crisis and etc. He has also focuses on 4 key IWRM problems, including the necessity 
to ensure water supply of the population, necessity to ensure water supply of industrial objects, preservation of vitally important 
ecosystems and involvement of women into the process of water resource management.

The after lunch session was focused on applied aspects of lntegrated Water Resource Management соnсерt. The 
presentation made by E. Strikeleva familiarized the participants with the experience of building up water cooperation on small 
transboundary Aspara and Uhgam river basins within the framework of the CAREC projects.

The fifth day of the Leadership Program on environment and sustainable development of Central Asia has also started with 
the session of the CAREC specialist E. Strikeleva «River basin management and IWRM», which covered the mechanisms of 
functioning of river basin councils basically their set up, difficulties, which iпterпatioпal organizatioпs eпcouпter while workiпg 
with them. She has given а number of good examples pertaining to the work of basin councils in Kazakhstan, Tajikistan and 
Kyrgyzstan. She explained that the structure of the basin councils (candidates are nominated at the local level) depends upon 
the onsite situation but the most important thing is to have quorum at а council meeting (i.e. each time at least 50% members 
should be present), this is the reason why basin councils should not be too big.
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On the sixth day of the school the participant of the leadership program made а study tour to the ecological village «Alma-
rai/paradise». During the visit а tour of the territory, on which currently ecological houses are being built of different types 
(based on framed structures, out of metal containers and with the use of energy efficient technologies and etc.) has been 
organized for the group. Besides on that the group has been shown different systems of water efficient irrigation with the use of 
the principle of «drop irrigation».

After the trip and short presentation of the village, organized by environmental leader М. Genina the group took part in а 
master-class on solar passive house heating, in planting trees based on the principle of permaculture: it has been introduced the 
biogunus production principle with the use of worms as well mixed manure production during 18 days.

After the lunch break the group took part in planting trees around the land plot, on which ecohouse is located and in 
landscape and shade gardening.

In addition to addressing issues related to global processes, during the training were presented practical achievements of 
CALPESD graduetes in the matters of water issues and sustainable development.

Presentations of Abdul Hakim, Vida Navandish (Afghanistan) and also Darya Gylymzhankyzy (Kazakhstan) included very 
interesting examples of sustainable development. In his presentation а representative from Afghanistan, environmental engineer 
Abdul Hakim told about the peculiarities of water system in his country, about water infrastructure and also about the problems 
related to transboundary water use. The presentation of Vida Navandish contained details of aspects of Kabul river management. 
Presentations of Afghan representative proved the country active development and in the near future it will not be possible to 
address issues of transboundary water use in the region without giving due regard to water needs of one of such most densely 
populated cities as Kabul (about 8 mln). This implies new challenges for the region and it is necessary to start searching for the 
proper response to them already today.

The eighth day of the program started with the presentation of Mrs. Guldana Minzhanova and Mr. Kasym Duskaev regarding 
the European Union 1-WEB project of (Water, Education & Business) of the TEMPUS program, within the framework of which 
the systemic approach to analyses of links between such sectors as «Water», «Education» and «Business» was presented as 
well as the project 1-WEB itself, which takes into account transboundary aspects of water use. Mr. A.Abdullaev presented а 
unique educational manual on integrated water resource management. The publication was developed by an international 
team of experts and will be available in the English, Russian and Kazakh languages. CAREC is also interested in adaptation and 
translation of the textbook into other languages of Central Asia. The participants from Afghanistan noted that they were very 
much interested in the use of the given textbook and were glad that the original version is available in the English language. Their 
representative confirmed that they may provide support in translation the textbook into Dari. Representatives of Uzbekistan 
noted that they were ready to help in adaptation of this textbook and its translation into Uzbek language. At the end of the day 
for the participants was held а photo session with the representatives of Afghanistan, as they have completed their work at 
school and were leaving home in the morning.

During the concluding day of the school Sаnуа Kartayeva made а presentation «European initiative on promotion of the system 
of environmental information. She told about common network of eпvironmental information EIONET (www.eioпet.europa.eu) 
and perspectives of its development. After that the participants were requested to fill up the questionnaires regarding the system 
of environmental information exchange (SEIS). On conclusion of the survey Mr. Simon Charre made his presentation «Common 
environmental information system in Central Asia countries». After the break information on the national mechanism of SEIS 
promotion in СА region within the framework of the European Union MONECA was presented to the participants. After lunch 
session started with the game «Pyramid of sustainability», organized by the representative of the РА «AKMENA» В. Khozhamberdiev 
(Kyrgyzstan). The goal of that exercise was to plan the steps, which young leaders may undertake when they are back home.

On conclusion of this session the 
representative of the РА «AKMENA» invited 
all the participants to take part in the 
on-line activity dedicated to the issues of 
Cyclic Есоnоmу-Festival of Breakthrough 
lnnovations to be held under the auspices 
of the Ellen MacArthur Foundation from 
October 20 to November 14, 2014. At the end 
of the day the organizers initiated а discussion 
with the aim to assess the results of the 
course and exchange opinions. The outcomes 
of the 5th Jubilee Leadership Program were 
topped by the award ceremony, which was 
traditionally held in the CAREC front yard: the 
school participants were awarded mementos 
and international type certificates.

ТНЕ PROGRAMME PARTICIPANTS, MODULE  AND 
КЕУ TOPICS
MODULE AND КЕУ TOPICS
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1.  Given the role, which СА Leadership Program plays as а unique venue for experience exchange and 
merging efforts of СА countries in addressing environmental problems the CD publication of а Digest 
of the School best materials is recommended.

2.  Given the important role of biodiversity conservation issues for all the СА countries the given topic 
should be comprehensively covered in the programs of the next schools.

3.  Sessions on management of time, human resources and etc. should be included into the future СА 
Leadership Programs (as requested by the participants).

4.  Session on fundraising and project development (as requested by the participants) should be 
included into the agenda of the future Central-Asian Leadership programs.

5.  Given that the activity of а considerable part of young leaders is linked with eco-education and 
awareness raising of the population it seems promising to devote а separate school day in the next 
СА Leadership programs to techniques and best practices in the area of Education for Sustainable 
Development and training based on the multimedia resource «Green Pack» adapted by CAREC to 
the countries of Central Asia.

6.  Stipulate in the future СА Leadership programs not only country-based group work but also work in 
mixed groups including representatives of different countries.

7.  Given the increasing pertinence of «Environmental management, ISO 14000» issues, it seems 
reasonable to include them into the Agenda of the next СА Leadership programs as informative 
modules.

8.  Given that the majority of young leaders work in their countries at the level of local communities it 
seems promising to include into the agenda of the next schools of Leadership programs sessions on 
agriculture and biosafety.

9.  Given the interest of the participants it would be pertinent to include into the program of 
Leadership schools some small practical sessions on drop irrigation, self-assembly of the state-of-
the-art eco  technologies.

10. lt seems promising to include into the school agenda of the next СА Leadership programs 
excursions/study tours to the companies that position themselves as «green business».

ТНЕ PROGRAMME PARTICIPANTS, MODULE  AND 
КЕУ TOPICS

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  
(developed on the basis of comments of moderators and participants):
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1. An ice-breaking game «Му present to the group».

2. Warming  up exercise «Almaty  Rain».

3. Warming  up exercise «Set your heart on the team».

4. Creative exercise Sustainable  Development  Elixir.

5. Discussion with а ball «What did you like? What do you remember?»

6. Game «Path of confidence».

7. Mix warming  up exercises «Fruit salad» and «Rainbow».

8. Environmental game «Crocodiles and resources».

9. Energizer «Ring lifebuoy - boat - dinghy».

10. Energizer «Lion, Samson,  Delilah».

11. Warming  up exercise «Guess,  who am I?».

12. Game «Areal».

13. Warming  up exercise «Knots».

14. Game «Green economy of service and flow: the new design of common things».

15. Energizer «Water  melody».

16. Warming  up exercise «Uroboros».

17. Warming  up exercise «Greenhouse  gases».

18. Exercise «Widening vision framework» (D. Medows).

19. Exercise «Sustainability compass».

20. Exercise «Pyramid of sustainability».

LIST OF EXERCISES USED IN THE 5th ANNIVERSARY  СА 
LEADERSHIP PROGRAM:

ТНЕ PROGRAMME PARTICIPANTS, MODULE  AND 
КЕУ TOPICS
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PARTICIPANTS’ REVIEWS

EXPECTATIONS AND RESULTS :
– What is your personal motivation to attend this event?
– This year I  graduated from Voronezh  Academy in «Ecologist - the polluter» and 
in the same year got а job. That is the theoretical amount of knowledge I  gained, 
Now nееd to practice, I would like to ехраnd their skills, hоnе my skills in the field 
of environmental protection. In general, become more grounded by а qualified 
technician, as well as to get nеw contacts with people who are also ready improve the 

ecological state of the region.
– How do you think, who is а leader, describe it in а few words?
– It is а manager. The person managing а particular team of people. He will push everyone, еvеn the most timid workers 
on feats. He manages everything and establish the work of а team.
– Do you consider yourself as а leader?
– I  consider myself as а leader because I  am аble to communicate with people. I  саn communicate well, and leadership 
skills, I think, I  have. Let’s see what will hарреn пехt.

VALENTINA YELFIMOVA, 
member of the NGO «Tebigi 
Kuwat», Turkmenistan

«Hello! Му nаmе is Shavkat, I  am from Tajikistan. I  work in the agricultural  university. 
First of all, I would also like to thank the organizers  of this event for the invitation аnd 
warm welcome. I  am very happy, because for me, it is аn honour to participate  in this 
event. No wonder they say: Who owns the iпformation, owns the world».
We got а huge store of knowledge. True it was said bу Archimedes, «Give me а fulcrum  
– I will move the entire globe». I think all of us here have received support from CAREC, 
аnd assure you that we will move further improve ecosystem. Thank you!»

DZHALIBEKOVA NODIRA,  
а lecturer at the University of 
Gulistan, Uzbekistan

«Му nаmе is Dzhalibekova  Nodira. I  am а teacher of Gulistan State University of 
the Republic of Uzbekistan. We have spent 8 days оn the 5th Anniversary Leadership 
Program for Central Asian countries, I  think we alllearned а lot. Of course, all the 
issues that were discussed were global. However, the knowledge that we got here, 
we саn use tomorrow  in their оwn countries, but most importantly, we have learned 

here that we must cooperate. lf each country will pull the blапkеt to its side, it will never finish in а good way. Of 
course, we’re all friends here, аnd it is also оnе of the achievements of this program, All the leaders who gathered here 
tomorrow  they will bе аblе to find common  ground to agree оn the ground. I think it will help all of us in the issues 
of transboundary rivers, or in other areas where there are nоt аnу interfacing  so far аnd of course all of that literature 
which was received here, all the knowledge that we got here. We were аblе to  pass through all this, make some notes. lt 
is noteworthy that we had everyday yoga classes. Thank you, CAREC, thanks to all the coaches, all the experts who were 
invited, who supporied  us financially, technically аnd morally. For the fact that you were аblе to carry out а program 
that has raised some of our leaders, helped someone to believe in themselves,  аnd someone to continue. Thank you!»

DANARA SARANOVA,  
NGO Access Alumni Association, 
Access

«Му nаmе Danara Saranova, I  represent аn organization NGO Access Alumпi 
Association, Shymkent. I  am very pleased to bе with you in such а wonderful  program. 
I  really think this is such а great springboard for each of the participants, to do 
something useful, something to do to solve the problems that we face every day. We  
are interested in doing so аnd were selected.
I think the future is there, there is аn incentive, there is а desire аnd most imporiantly 
believe in what you are the leaders. Thank you!»

SHAVKAT PULATOV, 
Assistant of the Depariment  of 
Land Reclamation Tajik Agrarian 
University named Sh. Shotemur, 
Tajikistan
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• Global challenges of modern society and а role of sustainable development (SD) concept (Dr. Heinrich Wyes, CAREC)
• The «Rio+20» and lnstitutional Frameworks for SD (Dr. Heinrich Wyes, CAREC)
• CAREC Strategic Plan, Change Concept, CAREC’s new activities, CAREC - Knowledge Platform. (Dr. lskandar Abdullaev, CAREC 

ED - Chairman; Mr. Benjamin Moore, Mr. Alexey Kobzev, Ms. Araj Shulgauova, CAREC)
• Kazakhstan’s lnitiative on Green Bridge Partnership Programme and upcoming Ехро 2017 «The Future Energy» (Ms. Shynar
• Toilybayeva, CAREC)
• Corporate Leadership Skills for SD (Mrs. Galina Artyukhina, KBCSD)
• Leadership Skills for young environmental leaders of Central Asia (Mrs. Yekaterina Strikeleva, CAREC)
• Human Capital and Sustainable Development (Mr. Vladimir Oskolkov, lnternational Academy of Business)
• Sustainable thinking; Role of Education for SD in greening the economy; UNECE educators’ competences in ESD (CAREC/

UNECE)
• Life satisfaction index. Collaborative consumption. Presentation and Practical exercise. (Mrs. Galiya Nurmukhanbetova, IT-

International University)
• UNU/IAS Regional Centres of expertise - RCE for ESD (CAREC/UNU/IAS)
• «Refuse, reduce, rethink» - New life style and values for SD promotion (Velo-Aimaty, Ms.Darija Gylymzhankyzy, NGO 

Ecoldea)
• Secrets of promoting agriculture issues through the example of sustainable land management projects (Ms. Ainur Baigozha, 

Sustainable land management projects, UNDP)
• «Sustainable Energy - lnternational Experience» (Ms. Nailya Mustaeva)
• «Ciimate Change Mitigation - Development of Climate-Friendly Economies in Central Asia» (Ms. Nailya Mustaeva)
• «Renewable Energy in Central Asia: Challenges and Opportunities» (Ms. Nailya Mustaeva)
• СОМО East» ЕС project: example of sustainable cities» (Ms. Tatiana Shakirova, Ms. Darina Kurganbekova, CoMoEast 

project)
• Adaptation the agricultural sector to climate change (Mr. Yerlan Zhumabayev, Sustainable land management projects, 

UNDP)
• «Therole of the private sector today in the light of the «Green Economy» and «Green business» concepts» (Ms. Gulzhamal 

lssayeva, expert «Social Corporate responsibility»
• «Green Economy and Employment (Mr. Benjamin Mohr)
• Knowledge and lnformation management system for Green Economy and Sustainable using of energy» (Mr. Alexey Kobzev)
• Roles of sustainable production and consumption in achieving sustainable development (Ms. Faima Urazayeva, «Center for
• Sustainable Consumption»)
• Green Business Club Central Asia - AWARE Project (Ms. Arailym Shulgauova, CAREC)
• Review of national legal framework of the Central Asian countries on the questions related to IWRM (Mr. lgor Petrakov)
• Review of international legal framework on the questions related to IWRM (Ms. Barbara Janusz-Pawletta, DKU)
• lntroduction to IWRM: concept and main principles (Mr. Alexandr Nikolayenko, GIZ)
• Transboundary water issues in Central Asia
• Water cooperation on small transboundary watersheds in Central Asia: lsfara river basin (Мг. Alexandr Nikolayenko, GIZ, Ms. 

Yekaterina Strikeleva, CAREC)
• Water cooperation on small transboundary watersheds in Central Asia: Aspara river basin, Ugam river basin (Ms. Yekaterina
• Strikeleva, CAREC)
• Access to drinking water in Central Asia (Mr. lskandar Mirhashimov, КАРЕ)
• lntroduction: climate change scenarios, impacts, and adaptation needs with the focus on water sector (Ms. Nailya 

Mustaeva)
• Community-based adaptation to climate change (Ms. Ekaterina Yushenko, SGP GEF UNDP)
• Return and reduce water practices (Ms. Anna lnozemtseva, CAREC)
• Water, Education and Business), I-WEB project of the TEMPUS programme, ЕС (the project team)
• Presentation of the textbook on IWRM: transboundary issues (Dr. lskandar Abdullaev, CAREC)
• Hydro technical facilities (Ms. Anna lnozemtseva, Mr. lgor Petrakov)
• The biggest disasters on hydro power plants in the world (Mr. lgor Petrakov)
• Mainstreaming Ecosystem Services into Central Asian States: pathways, instruments and perspectives (Ms. Mariya Genina 

and Mr. Simon Charre)
• Mainstreaming ecosystem services into sectoral and macroeconomic policies and programmes of the Republic of Kazakhstan 

(Ms. Saniya Kartayeva, Ms. Shynar Toylibayeva)
• lnformation management (Ms. Darija Gylymzhankyzy)
• European initiative on promoting Shared Environmental lnformation System - CAREC experience and perspectives of its 

development in СА (Ms. Saniya Kartaeva)
• National activities on promoting SEIS in СА under MONECA EU project (Mr. Simon Charre)

LIST OF PRESENTATIONS OF THE 5th ANIVERSARY 
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UNITED NATIONS ENVIRONMENT PROGRAMME 

Environmental Education and Training Unit Division of Environmental Policy 
Implementation

Р.О.Вох 30552, 00100 Nairobi, Kenya 

Tel:  +254-20-7623381

Fax:  +254-20-7623917

E-mail:  env.edu@unep.org

www.unер.org/training/

THE REGIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL CENTRE FOR CENTRAL ASIA CAREC

40, Ornita-1, Almaty, 050043, Kazakhstan

Tel:  +7 (727) 278-51-1О, 278-50-22

Fax:  +7 727 270-53-37

E-mail: info@carececo.org

www.сагесесо.оrg

OSCE CENTRE IN ASTANA

10 Beibitshilik Street

010000  Astana

Kazakhstan

Office: +7 (7172) 580070

Fax: +7 (7172) 328304

E-mail: astana-kz@osce.org

CONTACTS
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